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Brain App XL - Top rated iPhone Brain Trainer supersized for iPad
Published on 04/28/10
UK based independent iPhone developer Chris Mayer has announced the release of Brain App
XL 1.0 for iPad. Using tried and tested techniques, Brain App presents rapid-fire math
problems in quick succession to exercise the brain. Brain App XL for iPad features the
same fun brain exercises featured in the the iPhone version, but optimized for the bigger
screen with high resolution graphics and ultra fluid animation.
Chichester, UK - Independent iPhone developer Chris Mayer has announced the release of
Brain App XL 1.0 for iPad. Using tried and tested techniques, Brain App presents
rapid-fire math problems in quick succession to exercise the brain. Brain App XL for iPad
features the same fun brain exercises featured in the the iPhone version, but of course
they are now optimized for the bigger screen with high resolution graphics and ultra fluid
animation.
All of the features from the iPhone version have been carried across and updated, the new
menu system shows top scores for each mode with a handy on-screen score pad. Worldwide
Rankings allows users to compete with other Brain App XL users - and thousands of iPhone /
iPod touch users too.
* Speed Math (30sec and 60sec Modes)
Solve as many equations as possible with the time limit. Points are awarded for solving
each equation, and deducted for a wrong answer. You can choose to play for either 30 or 60
seconds at a time. Easy / Advanced / Genius Modes.
* Balloon Burst
Burst the numbered balloons from lowest to highest. There are two difficulty settings, in
Easy Mode a point is awarded for each set of balloons you burst in the correct order. In
Advanced Mode points are deducted when you make a mistake. Beautiful photo backdrops
enhance the iPad version.
* Card Count
Multiple playing cards are thrown onto the screen. Quickly total the value of the cards.
It's not as easy as it sounds though - most are numbered, but Jacks, Queens and Kings will
get you thinking fast to total their values.
* Online World Rankings and BrainApp IQ
Introducing BrainApp IQ - a global score based on your results in all Brain Exercises.
Take your BrainApp IQ online and compare with the world in World Rankings mode.
* In-app User Manual
Accessible from the main menu, the user manual is on hand if you ever need help. Plus a
feedback system allows you to suggest new features and game modes for future Brain App
versions.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iPhone OS 3.2 or later
* 3.7 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Brain App XL 1.0 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category. Brain App for iPhone
was released in February and has since received very positive reviews, Brain App XL looks
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to continue the success.
Chris Mayer:
http://www.chrismayerapps.co.uk
Brain App XL 1.0:
http://www.chrismayerapps.co.uk/apps_brainapp.html
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/brain-app-xl/id367893528?mt=8
Splash Screen:
http://www.chrismayerapps.co.uk/images/screens_brainappxl.jpg
Media Press Kit:
http://www.chrismayerapps.co.uk/press/brainappxl.zip

Chris Mayer is an iPhone developer based in Chichester, UK. Chris has developed apps in a
number of categories, mostly focussing on games and entertainment titles. Copyright (C)
2010 Chris Mayer. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
###
Chris Mayer
iPhone / iPad Developer
contact@chrismayerapps.co.uk
*******
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